Different animals make different sounds to communicate. Draw a line from each animal to the sound it makes.

1. Lion  
   Moo

2. Duck  
   Bark

3. Dog  
   Hiss or Rattle

4. Bird  
   Roar

5. Cow  
   Quack

6. Bee  
   Croak

7. Snake  
   Chirp or Tweet

8. Mouse  
   Buzz

9. Frog  
   Oink

10. Pig  
    Squeak
Key to Animal Sounds – (Worksheet 1)

Different animals make different sounds to communicate. Draw a line from each animal to the sound it makes.

1. Lion → Moo
2. Duck → Bark
3. Dog → Hiss or Rattle
4. Bird → Roar
5. Cow → Quack
6. Bee → Croak
7. Snake → Chirp or Tweet
8. Mouse → Buzz
9. Frog → Oink
10. Pig → Squeak